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Artnotes
So Gallery has survived one year
and the wealth of material
publication

allowing,

hisliiry

awe

so large that, finances

is

we

in print

that deserves

ing

In this issue

oi Gallery,

nas filled with

I

our human concerns, or

Zimba-

label the 'over-developed' world.

at least

bwean
its

artists

continue to attempt to capture

significance for our lives and to offer

human documents which can

putting all in a bigger perspective."

will be publishing well into

the niillenium.

and of time...

at the eternal beauty of it, diminish-

we

enrich,

improve and humanise.

focus on one of the major strands in

Modern angst which

Zimbabwe's

focuses on our moral and philosphical

In this issue

uncertainty and our potential destruction of

representations of landscape in contempo-

ourselves and our environment

rary

The

artistic tradition:

landscape.

and

visual experience of nature

people's interaction

v\'ith

nature have

continuously absorbed painters

bwe, from the

San

earliest

in

nature on their cave walls to our
recent painters

landscape,

at

who have

Zimba-

honest and essential,

almost

more
all

one time or another,

work of

work.

"richly expressive of life that
the

Landscape painting
foothold in nature

offers the

—

a

viewer a

way of seeing

specific place, of experiencing the

AC

Dr

means most

to

perma-

"If the creative impulse leaves
in

its

mark

feelings in other people, the work of art

which humankind

bv the extent

is

only a recent and often

fragment.

not currently 'popular' content

much

which the

artist

The

figures in a landscape.

was made

reference

insurance."

very

The Head of Exhibitions

assures us that the National Gallery does
fact provide full insurance

in the

world

apologise for any

lives."

would venture
art

to suggest that

much of the

damage

to the

the statement

reputation.

coming out of people's experi-

World countries serves only
impoverish, depress and dehumanise the
world in which we live. Much of this art
in First

Art revels
to

is

in

to understand

and seeks

and

express the variety and multiformity of

human

experience.

proves

is

One

thing history

Ihe impossibility of

A short

pronouncing

time ago in

Zimbabwe

shocking and disturbing, a valid, necessary

infallibly.

Towns and

response to contemporary reality but

one man infamously pronounced "never

small

outgrowths. All but main roads readily
revert to grass

who do

offers

and mud. Many of those
have close ties

with extended family and inherited land
the rural areas or treasure their
to get out into the 'bush'.
politics

The drought
release.

Despite history,

The
The

lives.

Nature

is

still

land surrounds.

threatens.

children were asked to draw a

is

Zimbabwe. In a
one area where

is

natural forces arc pre-eminent and this
reflected in our

is

Perhaps too. the landscape of Africa

itself

In his

KclKni to Paradise, after

This

is

nol a

promotion of

.source

possess...

and demonstrate once

of strength for the contemporaiy

iww more

than ever."

He

ofAfrku

is in its clariiy.

hariztms burned clean of

elsewhere

may

lies in
lell that

this

offers

changes

vital nol

only to goinl

One of the

The

greatest artists of the

2()tli

"There
it

i\

a passing

moment

in all its reality.

in the

Zimbabwe

is

our

still

world.

Forget everything

moment

dominant and

stunning landscape, largely unaltered as yet
b\ the particular scoiMgcs of what

we couki

to present

also seek

art critic.

Perhaps the w ork she

and her insights may spark some
locally.

art

century. Cezanne, encouraged artists,

We

London' bv the well-known

1900!) dcmandcil a keen awareness of the

was

aim

art

visual world and that developing a sensitiv-

nature

We

people both here and

from beyond our borders and
issue we include a "Letter from

views on

Margaret Garlake.

ity to

that

see the varied representa-

the troubled times in u liich they lived (in

in

its

from Africa so

tions of local experience.

could be the ultimate

that luiture

lake time

in people's under-

art

more

may

standing and Galleiy actively sets out to

provoke such changes.

"...

It

in

another pro-

justice. Art history reveals a

that landscape paintings

else for that." Part of our passing

ihe essence

nouncing "never ever"\

Utopian |)astoralism but rather a reminder

Breytenbach admits:

bareness,

now we have

knowledge and

and

idyllic

I'aint

"...

lifelime"

continuum of change

years of exile, the committcdly political

its

mv

but ine\ itably his dictate will be reversed by

but also to meaningful existence.

art.

arouses a strong response, demanding an

image.

us

nature and our place within that beauty.

nature,

plucked, frozen, packaged version! This

global context. Africa

Zimbabwe allow

world." Pissarro said, ".Salvation

chicken, 7S of them drew a headless,

not yet the scenario in

in

power and beauty of

regenerative power...

rain brings

patently and directly the

source of our survival. In Belgium recently

when 100

terms of positive alternatives.

to experience the

in

it

easy ability

and emerging techology. nature

dominates our

little in

Landscape painters

live in cities either

may

National Gallery's

of our population lives in countryside.
cities are relatively

in

on any works

We

which he

in

ment

majority

to the National

loaned by collectors. However, works

has

ence of the deteriorating natural environ-

individuals'

still

review of Nicholas Mukomberanwa's

have caused

relationships with nature increasingly
are

scene here.

artists

newest

Zimbabwe, we

place and contrib-

are subject to restricted insurance.

I

In

and conceptual,

its

brought to the National Gallery by

of technological progress, urbanisation and

make

landscape maintains

experience of man

over-industrialisation and the ramifications

tenuous.

to

World countries where

excessive materialism

not being

enriched, improved, humanized, the

common
in the art of First

its

Gallery's "...unwillingness to provide

a material that generates similar

cycle of destructive and creative change of

is

the figurative, abstract

In the

a human document of permanent
worth. Its degree of worth is determined

Landscape

our community despite

retrospective exhibition in Gallery no 4,

reminds us of the origin and absolute

is

in

chosen for exhibition overseas. Along with

normal man alive today." He wrote

later:

foundation of our existence: the enduring

irritating

serves to affirm the place landscape painting

utes to a "bigger perspective" in our art

were

a

nency, the variety and the flux of existence.
It

the Post-impressionists,

focus on a few of the varied

Zimbabwean art. There is not room to
many who deserve mention but it

has

Barnes, founder of the Barnes Foundation
collection, said that their paintings

in their

is

has become unbal-

anced, a dictatorial mindset. Talking about
the

included

it

we

include

landscape. While expression of that angst

communion with

expressed their consuming

by

is

omission a statement of the importance of

who

artists

springs from and

Editor.

in

Henry Thompson, Mountain, 1995, 61

x

76cm, acrylic

To celebrate a
landscape
canvases with light, colour and space,
Henry Thompson, has worked slowly
to build up a distinctive body of work.
In this interview with Barbara Murray
he talks about painting landscape
and his latest canvases.

Filling his

BM: Henry, I've known you and your work for many years now
and what surprises me is not so much that you have recently started
making Nyanga landscapes but

rather that

HT: Ah! Cezanne. I thought you would get around to him; one
always does. Didn't you tell me you went to Aix some years ago?

you haven't done so

before!

BM:

Yes,

I

what struck

HT: Well, know that for both of us Nyanga has always stood high
on the list of favourite places. It is both visually and emotionally
I

very accommodating, isn't
to paint

But

it?

I

cannot remember ever wanting

my

Besides, in the early days

it.

interests

were elsewhere,

I was drifting into an abstracted mode of expression and the
Nyanga landscape just did not fit the bill. I was doing mostly landscapes, getting progressively more abstracted. I wanted to see how

far

could push the landscape into abstraction without losing the

I

image.

did and

I

wish

I'd

understood him better then. Even

me was how Cezannesque

the landscape

still

so,

was and

perhaps always will be.

HT: Yes, well

this

gives one

some

idea of the measure of this her-

His prolonged and probing dialogue with Mont

mitical old genius.

Sainte-Victoire must surely be one of the greatest triumphs in the

annals of landscape painting.

One

feels that his exploration of this

landscape was largely an exploration of the

self.

DH

Lawrence

wrote somewhere that Western painting has never been able to

damn apart from the few apples that
we all know, he became a power-house
for twentieth century art. The trouble though is when you plug into
a genius of this stature you plug in at the level of your own underachieve anything worth a

Cezanne

BM: Why do you

consistently choose landscape as your subject?

Well, as

painted.

HT: Because for me it is such a sane thing to do. I grew up on the
edge of the Kalahari which is a part of the world fairly often sub-

standing and the results are not always commendable!

jected to prolonged droughts and one has no choice but to deal with

BM: What about Matisse, Picasso, De Kooning,
Beckmann etc... painters you often refer to?

Soutine,

HT: When we

much

essentials

one

if

is

going to survive. You learn to read the land-

scape.

BM: Modernism and post-modernism
What

largely ignore landscape.

place do you consider landscape painting to hold in contem-

porary

here.

Matisse

told

him

did and he did

HT: Perhaps not a prominent place but
think
it

this is not unusual.

that often that the landscape achieves the

is all

it

I

don't

prominence

had with Constable and Turner, and then afterwards, with the

Impressionists and the Fauves.

human

figure in the land-

your thinking behind this?

is

many

wrong with landscape!

I

If

can't see

But he

felt

figures

such a way that the one cannot be .separated

in

from the

I

The thinking

other.

of the land-

tried to integrate into the surface

is

that if

you are going

to

destroy the landscape you will also destroy the figure.

BM: Who have been

the influential artists for your

landscape work? For example,

your early painting

in

days you must have been aware of the Nyanga landscapes that Robert Paul was doing

you

react to

HT: By

the time

I

How

did

work and

I

still

I was
was impressed by

got to see Robert Paul's work,

already a confirmed
his

at the time.

them?

Nyanga

am. He

addict.

is

for

I

me

the foremost

Nyanga landscape. During the 60s. the
Rhodes Hotel was run by a woman whose name escapes
me for the moment. .She owned a good collection of
Robert Paul's Nyanga landscapes which she hung in the
sittingroom just off the main entrance. This room
became my first port of call whenever I went to Nyanga.
painter of the

When

she eventually

and

has never been the same since.

it

BM: What

is

il

left

she took the paintings with her

about Paul

work

precisely that

you

like?

HT:
ly'

don't believe one can ever say anything 'precise-

I

about painting! No, his biggest attraction for

something completely

different:

me

is

he was a no-nonsense

person antl he painted that way!

BM:

Apart from Robert Paul's work.

I

know

that

you

read widely and have studied the works of other land-

scape

artists

such as Cezanne...

.

to be said

one of the best land-

still

a student, Gustave

Well he

to simplify painting.

how

that

he

is

seem precariously

also one of

he could possibly go

no great

attraction for

Soutine on the other hand did, and

neither did Picasso.

to teeter

chaos which he painted while he was living

in

all

it

and

those

on the edge of
Ceret were to

have a lasting effect on many subsequent painters including De
Kooning. But

scapes

not

one considers

it

is

De Kooning's more structured paintings that
Door to the River. Montauk High-

appeal to me, paintings such as

HT: The

is

as possibly

was destined

beautifully.

strange landscapes that

of your works incorporate the

What

scape.

it

that he

the greatest colorists ever,

total

BM: Many

regarded by

scape painters of this century. While he was

Moreau

art'.'

are talking landscape there
is

wax and Ruth Zowie

for instance.

completely

Getting back to your curreni preoccupation, does the

BM:

now working

Nvaniia series on which you are

from other series

that

you have done

any way

differ in

in the transit

I

have been an incurable

most of

cafe-ist for

my

I'm working on

BM: So
What
HT:

that's

is it

where,

if

what you

It's

are doing in the cafes..

away from

a place

It's

enough

what

I

visual in-

this.

Nyanga landscape?

appeals to you most about the

has a quality of light that appeals to

me

greatly.

I

ing about the emotional light rather than the physical one.

For a mountainous terrain

is

it

am

talk-

And

sec-

remarkably open

and uncluttered.

in

BM:

Light and space would suggest colours...

HT:

Exactly.

I

was going

to

have

on colour

to rely

to

do so many

research!

my

an effort to

first

was

armed struggle

come

in the 70s.

my own

to terms with

minimum and

the direct

They were

anxieties.

most

abstract paintings

I

over into the early 80s as interrupted

two bathers

did a big painting of

end of

was

did these paintings in

I

images and barricaded landscapes. About
I

But getting

go...

self-revealing markings kept

all

are perhaps the

spilt

is

called Refuge and

inward-looking landscapes with

have done. They

where you work,
good and so is the com-

the place

come and

a place where people

to the series,

take.

It

said before,

it!

your luck holds, the coffee

result of the

to a

HT:

I

has more to do with being recharged than being

It

back

BM: What

As

about cafes that intrigues you?

intrigued.

pany.

the feel of the place.

to create a spirit of place with only

life

and the cafe theme, for me. suggests a wide range of possibilities:

swamp

was

ondly, the space.

from one land-

scape to another. The Cafe Afrique series started sometime
the 80s.

after

formation as touchstones to achieve

in the past?

HT: Well, there haven't been all that many. Not only am I not
prolific. I'm as slow as all get out... but to get back to your
question. No, not really. Apart from the Ov/P/A/zu/i/c series,
they are all of them about landscape. And even the cafes should
be seen as the places of concord

was

this time,

in the

open

give or
to

mark

the

hostilities.

Meanwhile a new series, which I called Mozambican Summer
was on its way. These paintings, on which I worked off and on
until the early 90s, were landscapes anticipating more pleasurable times in this sub-region.

BM: How and why
HT:
at

A few

did this

Nyanga

series begin?

days after the opening of a solo exhibition of mine

Gallery Delta in "92. Sarah and

my

I

went

to

Nyanga. Some

Nyanga landscape. Before the year
was out I did another one. The following year I worked on
other paintings and then, in "94. returned to what was now
obviously becoming a Nyanga series. What had in mind right
from the start was to do some, not too many, moderately sized
paintings to celebrate a landscape that has given me so much
pleasure for so many years.
months

later

I

did

first

I

1

things for me.

The only
let's

BM: Your

Now we

longstanding one.

Could

Nyanga landscape has been

reluctance to paint the

a

have been induced by the Mozambican

this series

Summers, both being about

solution

I

managed

to

come up with was to
down as possible and

field.

same

In other words, the

blue.

Now when

the outline of the mountain
identical blue of the sky.

seems

BM: Now

looking with only half an eye.

And you need

when you respond emotionally

to

much

I

think this

is

BM: Did you have
you wanted

HT: Not
place that

do was

at this

painting the blue below

to be slightly darker than the

how

this

information

to

the creative process

works

for

a clear picture in your

But

would be

to avoid the

I

mind of

I

of the paintings are completed do you feel

wanted

tle

to create a spirit of

a celebration of the landscape.

The thing

it!

You know,

in the

Pompidou Centre

there

marvellous painting by Matisse called Violinist at the

Window. He stands with his back to the viewer playing his violin
think Matisse was right. I can"t help feeling that instead of
doing these Nyanga paintings, a lively tune played on a pennywhis-

the images

and

knew

many

HT: Please don"t say

me.

make?

clear, no.

that

whatever comes to demand an
is this

that

in this blue

rule that out. but

visual information filters

image.

then drawing

somewhere

Colour can be very obliging, sometimes!

reasonably satisfied or do you...

would not

1

run the colour,

mountain and the sky are exactly

you look

you know it is amazing how
through even when you may be

HT:

paint mountains fairly

the outline of the mountain, a simple line,

the

the pleasure of landscape?

how do you

say blue, of the sky, as far

colour

have this present involvement.

For instance,

close-up so they don't block thai opennesss you wish to achieve?

to

I

for instance

would have been much more

to the point. don"t

you

think so?

extremes of visual inimicry or the hiero-

glyphics of introspection.

(above) Henry Thompson,

BM: What do you mean when you

talk of "visual

(left)

HT: What

1

mean

is

Hill,

1995, 111 x 120cm, acrylic

mimicry"?

a too detailed graphic description that will

Henry Thompson, The Wader, 1995, 51 x 41cm,

acrylic

(above) Peter Lanyon, Portreath Watch, 1962, 183 x 122cm, oil on canvas. Within
weeks of his return from southern Africa, Peter Lanyon was painting the small
Cornish harbour of Portreath. He continued to do so throughout his life.
Portreath Watch, 1962, is his last painting of the subject.
(right

above) Peter Lanyon,

(title

unknown), 1938, 33

x

40cm,

oil

on board

(right

above) Peter Lanyon,

(title

unknown), 1938, 33

x

40cm,

oil

on board

& Margaret

Peter

Garlake discover
evidence in

Zimbabwe

of the

effect of the

African landscape
on Peter Lanyon,

an

artist of inter-

national stature

The open places
a Cornishman in Africa
In

September 1993. during

a visit to

It

appeared to us that they were almost cer-

works of the Cornish

the office of a keen art collector in

tainly very early

Harare, two small landscape paintings

artist,

of southern African views attracted

had, for

attention by the vigour and freshness

asm. The paintings were removed from

Peter Lanyon, for

many

whom we

Lanyon's widow. Sheila,
confirmed

that they

who immediately

were indeed by him.

had both

years, a particular enthusi-

Peter

Lanyon was bom

in

1918

in the

Cornish fishing town of St Ives. His father

of their treatment.

their

us he had bought

confirmatory evidence on the backs. There

was at the centre of the town's lively artistic community; he was also somewhat of a

was

political radical and. for instance, a strong

The collector told
them at the auction

of the contents of an old colonial

house

in

Harare.

He had

read the sig-

nature on them as "Ganyon" but his
research had failed to reveal any southern African artist of that name.

frames to see whether there was any

not, but

one bore a painting of the

Conical Tower of Great Zimbabwe, confirming

at least that the artist

this country.

had visited

Slides of the paintings and

descriptions of the signature were sent to

supporter of the Afrikaans cause in the

Boer War. Peter studied
schooling

art

during his

Clifton College and later at

at

Penzance Art School. Encouraged by the
Adrian Stokes, he then joined

art historian,

the Huston

Road Art School

London

in

to

work under William Coldstream and Victor
Pasmore. Though he considered this an
"exceedingh good training", he left after
only two months. At this time, Lanyon's
paintings were set

down

in a lively,

sketchy manner which inevitably showed
the impact of his teachers

and of the great

modern pioneers and sometimes hinted at
the sensuous paint and bold marks of his
mature work.

A

few days

Lanyon,

his

Mary went

after his twentieth birthday,

mother Lilian and

his sister

out to South Africa.

Prior to

her marriage to Peter's father, Lilian had

been married to a mining engineer on the
Rand.

He had

died of tuberculosis very

young. The family arrived

in

Cape Town

young. The family arrived
burg where Lilian's

Cape Town on

in

25 March 1938 and travelled

social life of the white

left

husband's family

first

them

entertained them and introduced

middle

to the

Peter,

class.

South Africa for the north. The most

insisted on the "primary importance of
knowing before making" and while his

logical guess

that

is

most works were

selected and the

show prepared before they

paintings often resemble those of gestural

Mary

recalls only that the gallery

artists

artist

made

survives but given that,

was a

several excursions from Johannes-

burg, the most

memorable being

to the

Mont aux Sources in the Drakensberg where
Mary vividly recalls that Peter was so

no other

small, upstairs space and that

No

shared the show.

time, Peter

Two

be those identified in Harare.

sketched while he rode.

retains one, of

May

21

where

Falls

who

carts probably in

Town

back-

Rhodesia.

Gallery for auction in 1969 and re-auctioned

was furious because

the

in

'/ said I wuiueil lo paint

got a native to stand up

an African, sn they
of me and

in front

I

'I

was

't

understand what

what

I did.

I

man should

remember
threw the painting away and I

down and asked him

was

ven,'

— there

hated

sometliiiifi terrible that this

be standing up and doing

sat

I

to sit

down — he
— and

this

and he played some
marvellous music, and I still get echoes of
what he played from this music that is
played by the Cape coloureds and the
asked him

Africans

to play,

in the

Cape, which

I

think

is

even

greater than jazz"

The party then returned through Bulawayo
where they visited the Matopos and Peter
greatly admired some of the rock paintings.
Between 29 May and 12 June, the Lanyons
in

Salisbury

from where they visited Mazowe, the
Chinoyi Caves and Great Zimbabwe.
the

voyage out

South Africa, Peter had

to

become attached

to

Peggy Crease, who was

marry a van Niekerk whose brother
was a tobacco farmer The two paintings
first identified may have been given, by
later to

Peter, to the

importance

spoke eloquently of the

to

country.

It

was so

an oldness about

sensibility: ify(ni

amongst

in

and was so

in the bush
The country was loo

it

We spent

the night

with

it.

And I've

began

up there on

top.

I

interest in very high places, vaslnesses.
I

would

did

for

and small and

is

tiny

at the

paintings

end of their

made

in their

visit to

three

Rhodesia. But two days

down

is

doing

places...

When

in

front of me.

the coast

exhibition: Peter
prolifically,

was

weeks

came hack here
I found that

I

going

I

had

tricks

probably producing

at least

one

developments

places and vertiginous viewpoints.
paintings he

made

in

The

southern Africa are
it

seems

that the

was an

.sense of

space

— formulated from sound,
myth and

as visual appearance

history as well

—

that

to

Mary

informed

his

all

mature work.

We

are

most grateful

Schofield,

journey and telling us of her memories

Lanyon for confirming the
two Harare paintings
and showing us three others. She also

of

it:

to Sheila

identification of the

probably has Peter's diary of the
not yet located

it

again.

trip but

The quotations

has

are

taken from taped interviews transcribed in

Andrew Lanyon's book. Peter Lanyon.
privately published by him in 1990. Some
material

Lanyon was

intensely aware and interested in

time painting

The Drakensberg

of

hit

it."

Hxpressionisl painter,

journey.

was very
ami ways of

and painting a

Cam or Zennor Cam

Often inaccurately described as an Abstract

in

scarcely time to

at this

I

artistic

stimulated his fascination with high

first

their

not

and meticu-

include

select, frame, catalogue and hang an

8

open

important

Peter's sister, for providing an itinerary of

call a frontier

something which

civilisation,

Southern Africa was the starting point of an

smell, touch, local

on the back of a horse on the way up. ami I
think they actually luut cm influence on my
instance in what

injuries sustained in a gliding accident

iinportant contribution to the developing

to get to grips

got drawings that

still

finally, the

August 1964.

intense impact of the landscape

rock face of about 300 feet at about 9500
feet up and sweating with the lack of
oxygeti.

Cornwall and.

raw and tentative but

remember climbing up a

I

in

a glider. This last ended with his death

fiy

can

was so big I insisted at
one time that I must go up one of the
mountains, so I went with my sister on
horseback and

to be seen in the landscape of

which had

at the Cape,

it.

the animals...

boring because

days

greens.

mastery of another diinension by learning to

understand what that means about a

May

two

in the

from

what was

in the

and mine-shafts:

wide open and had no

and distance

lUmnibal's

only, or during the

in sea, gales

West Penwith

exhibition. This could either have been in

and included paintings made

landscape. Far from being a quiet contein-

had an immense influence
cm me. I found I suddenly met a country
which was uncultured, a country that was
".South Africa

the

two months

an

to register the abrupt shifts in angle, scale

got extremely disillusioned with painting

first

it

expression corresponding to his multi-

ence:

they

one-man

Lanyon

in paint.

greys and blues of the countryside: mobility

him of the African experi-

One

first

work

observation of the variations

later

trip;

ill-documented episode remains. In

to

Lanyon

spent 14 to 16 June in Johannesburg.

Johannesburg. Peter held his

shall

I

it.

of sheep on a

dimensional sensuous experience of

are almost

lously kept like Britain or Switzerlaiul. but

This was almost the end of their

see

plation of nature, this experience involved

established

Crease family.

insisted:

unidentified by their present owners.

I found that I really

On

't

lot

struggled constantly to extort from

South Africa or Zimbabwe,

in

big for me. in fact

stayed with the Crease family

Some

1994.

in

still

Constable, only they can

Having chosen

I

this.

embarrassed about

Penzance

certainly

in the

Newlyn Art

to the

Lanyon

"I'm really Just an old landscape painter

immersion

play a concertina, one of those round ones.
and I hated it. I couldn paint him and yet
couldn

with Table Mountain

ground, was given

his life.

Cape

was too harsh to work. Peter then
spent two or three days in Northern

trip,

Throughout

hillside."

in 1940.
in

light

set

recording his relationship with the country-

probably end up painting a

Another, a larger work, of houses

throughout the

own

was also intuitive: intuition was
work on a vast store of information

like

uniform of the

Royal Air Force which he joined

painted assiduously

Cape

the reverse. Peter painted a

portrait of himself in the

the three left for the Victoria
Peter,

Cape

to

side.

were recently sold by Sheila Lanyon. She

Town. On

his

his art

was working on a small scale, he probably
showed at least 20 paintings. Two of them

may

working "on automatic",

process was far removed from their Zeninspired emptying of the unconscious. Yet

catalogue

at this

impressed by the drama and vastness that he

On

Mark Rothko and

Robert Motherwell. However, Lanyon

returned.

politically aware,

a close friend of

from before they

to select

was shocked
by white racial attitudes and was attracted
by the bush more than the cities. They
and

radical

became

would have had

painting every day, so he

ample material

Johannes-

to

certainly

all

in this field, visited the

United States with increasing frequency and

is

taken from Margaret Garlake's

"The Constructions of Peter Lanyon" in
I'eter Lxmyon: Air. Lcmd and Sea. London:
The South Bank Centre, 1992. We would,
of course, be delighted to hear of any other
paiiuings or information on Lanyon's

African experience.

There are many truths
about the landscape of Africa.
Barbara Murray writes about
the honest response to one
such truth in the work of one of
Zimbabwe's most resilient painters

Jean Hahn

:

impressionist of Africa
and never has

"...art is not.

been, hut

affair

of a piercing eye and an

Frank

McEwen

al>le

an

Jean

hand."

to

wrote

this in his introduc-

tion to the 1968 Eleventh

the National Gallery.

at

inquiring

mind and

something

in

modern

McEwen

intense spirit, there

is

what he said which much of

art

"How more

exhibited in

Zimbabwe

her

own spontaneous

endearing

have spoken of her

and capable

fast

technique using mainly

oil

wash drawing:

or

that her paintings

were

like

He went

on:

"Her style

is

brisk

When

she exhibited

in

and

eye...

Pretoria in 1968, the

than laboriously academic exercises or the

so able to discard the inessentials in

which might

in

and matter have materialised in
Welwyn Garden Cir\- some time between the
wars. They are more meaningful also than
'mind'

echoes of the last decade of Paris or New
York 'trivialism
It is the art here, on this

clean,

keen."

critic

'pretties'

"a

breath offresh air at a gunner 's smoker!"

they (the works selected for the annual) are

amateuresque

in

responses to the

her drawing incisive and her

world has forgotten.

went on:

first

landscape of Africa. Critics over the years

one wrote

he ignored the passionate heart,

that

the

Annual Show

While one may argue

Hahn

1957 and for 38 years she has remained true

wrote: "so assured in her use of line,

mood of places... a fascinating
combination of discipline and freedom... the
catching the

authority of the artist

what she

is

after

who knows

and how

to

exactly

achieve the

effect."

'.

ground, born from the bowels of ancient
Africa, that will tell in time. and. like

Papenfus. Paul.

...

1

reflect

an inner power."

directly

The

Wood or Hahn

'pretties'

's

makes something

he was referring to were the

msasa, jaearanda and Matopos landscapes
that proliferated in

James Roberts, critic for The Herald wrote
987: "Not many artists can capture a
in
landscape mood like Jean Hahn. She

Rhodesia

at the time,

equivalents of which have done such a

distinctive out

of what

many of us thought of as commonplace.
And by a restricted use of colour she
intensifies atmosphere.

here that nuiy
hut which

There

is

a beauty

know nothing of tenderness

we seek

after for all that."

disservice to landscape painting throughout
the world.

In

McEwen

Jean Hahn's work,

recognised the realisation of one of the

Pip Curling declared: "Jean

many

possible true reflections of Africa.

There

is

indeed nothing academic, labori-

ous, amateur, picturesque, pretty or trivial in
the

work of Jean Hahn. With her

palette of bleached-out -yellows,

restrained

warm

red-browns, greys and her economic

Hahn

who

earth

line,

captures a vital spirit of place and a

direct expression of nature

which anyone

has visited the bush of

cannot

fail to

recognise.

Zimbabwe

Writing for The Financial Gazette

1989,

in

Hahn 'sfour

wash drawings make no compromises to
They are monumental in their
realisation, vital in their execution and

acceptability.

uncompromising
their colour

in the stark tonality

of

These are the nH>st honest

works on the show." Curling went on

to say,

of other painters, that they "merely play with
the landscape according to the rules of a

game of (their) own

invention", use "the

landscape as a starting point for (their)

own

Jean Hahn, Red Field,
oil on board

(left)

1985, 56 X 72cm,

(below) Jean Hahn, Bush,
1995, 60 X 77cm, oil on board

wouldn't

OUT! self indulgence" or "miniaturise the

ago... I

landscape into colour-coded decorations.

School of Art her

Pity the face of Africa that

it

is

so used

and

abused."
Jean Hahn studied

at the

Royal Drawing

School and the Chelsea School of Art

London

as well as in Paris,

Frankfurt.

London,

Geneva and

She has exhibited

Academy and

in

Royal

at the

was taught by
Henry Moore, but perhaps her most influential teacher was a woman in Switzerland
who insisted on working "on the spot".

as well as in Belgrade, Johannes-

life

class

Jean says: "/ never paint

haven

't

go out
the

a studio.

had a

into the bush, always.

ground

trate.

in

got a studio, never

in utter

want... if I'm

the Imperial Institute,

a fence.... quite mad... and

say\" At Chelsea

like to

I

studio.

I

I often sit

on

discomfort to get what

comfortable

I

Grahamstown, Bulawayo and Harare.

In

me

I

don't concen-

The most difficult thing is to find the
where you want to sit. If you saw
the bush you 'd think I was absolutely

in

with a self-deprecating laugh, "/ sold better
than them".

the shadows.

Bradshaw and Robert Paul and she

says,

cracked.

I

't

I've given

up easels because

always collapse. If there 's a rock or
bush or something I use that. One time
tliev

If

you ask Jean when she

started painting

she says with another laugh "a long time

there

was such a wind

I

had

to tie

always finish

I

come back

I do on my
my paintings on the

never rework them.

"

spot.

I

Hahn

has always painted the landscape.

was

it

the

untouched, uninhabited areas that appealed

go round in circles, talking to
myself. The light is always wrong and you
can paint with the sun behind you or with

1977 she had an exhibition with Brian

knees.

I

Some

Travelling and living in Europe

place...

burg, Pretoria, Port Elizabeth,

completely exhausted.

myself to

to her

and since coming

to Africa her

work

has singlemindedly concerned the raw bush,
'7 like

wide open spaces but

into things...
I

and always

look

I like to

in the

dry season.

paint the dry grass in Africa which has

been sucking up the sun

all the year,

till

the

came from Europe
we lived out in the bush and I thought
everything was terribly dry and dusty... and
then I suddenly realised that that was
Africa, and now I can V wait for it. I remember going back to Europe, the gra.is
was deep green and I thought it was frightrains come.

ful!

This

is

Her choice

When

I first

a very hard country.

in

reading

is

"

biography rather

than novels, in painting impressionism
rather than expressionism... the real rather

"I'm cmti

than the fanciful. Jean goes on:

anxlhing contrived... I'm more impressionist
I

I'm against thinking too much...

suppose.

a spontaneous reaction to what's there.

I

work very fast... if I'm slow then it's a disaster Working slowly means much less concentration

Thinking

and too much time

is

dangerous

to think.

Many modWhen

I think.

ern painters are thinking too much.

you think too much you get so complicated... it's

a different way of looking.
is what I don't like... taking

Dis.secting

it becomes almost mechanical...
maybe mechanical is not the right word, but

apart...

not spontaneous, no feeling...

not necessary to understand
start pulling .'ionu'thing

magic. Magic

10

is

essence perhaps.

I

it.

apart

it

a bad word...

But

think

it's

Once you
loses

its

.ipirit.

if you start

iniahsing

Jean Hahn, Darkening Hills,
49 X 61cm, oil on board

it

loses

my

That 's

magic.

its

quarrel with

art now... everything has to be explained.

And

I think that's

being dissected.
phere.
talk

It's

a

pity...

It l<ills

1

hate eveiything

the aura, the atmos-

Much

a way of seeing.

about art

is

oftliis

contrived."

Most weeks she goes out to friends
some part of the country where she is
dropped alone somewhere in the bush to
paint. Her many trips to the bush reveal the

Jean can't be bothered with making an

in

impression on anyone... "/ don

extremes she will happily go to to find her

I

"When

him it turned out that those she
were the ones I knew he had
reworked. "If I don't work quickly it's had it
as far as I'm concerned... if it's worked too
anything done slowly

is

Working fast one obviously concentrates
more... or at least I do! If I

don

start thinking... thinking that

Adda
and

Ceiling's

I like

work

is

't

it's

do

it fast

I

a disaster.'

spontaneous,

fast...

John Piper veiy spontaneous...
Turner 's

late

work

is

'

'

'

'

wonder-

last

in a

week she kayaked down the rapids at
Her small cottage in Harare

Victoria Falls!

contains only the bare essentials; only what

one needs
fort.

to live with a

minimum

of com-

Paintings and drawings are hung or

propped everywhere, amongst books,
papers and family photos, on the

totally

floor,

on

The small garden shed
taken up by work done over the

top of cupboards.

is

think so.
I

have always painted from an early age and
never really philosophised about

any reference

to 'contrive

'

I dis-

it.

or

'style

'

'trends'

—

today...

obviously difficult to avoid!"

it's

'.

'motives or

all 'tendencies' in the

world

Jean Hahn' paintings reflect her character.

They

are sparse, direct and real.

Her

sensi-

drama. There are no

on

splashes of primaries to enhance or intensi-

to see what I'd been doing
was a loud swish and rustling in
the bush just behind me and I looked down
and there was a large snake. It was an
adder of some sort and he was definitely

there

carried on but after that

I

was not so keen

to

go

there.

story...

'Where do you want

very ad hoc way...

't

and

out with some hunters

Jean herself lives

don

my painting.

tive use of a restricted colour palette relies

painting. After a time I

another ridiculous

ful."

to

stepped back

warning me.

Cezanne, yes always. Picasso, no.
Matisse, no.

at least I

usually talk about

One should paint and not have

me and I began

a disaster

't

was staying with said
Where shall I leave you and I said, Well
somewhere here and we went down to the
Munyati River There was lots of splashing
going on and I said, 'What's that? and he
said, 'Crocs I suppose.
Then he dropped
I

'

didn't admire

know about me,

don

like

'

paintings by

hard...

surrounded by herds of

to

want

't

Nobody wants

express myself in painting.

wild animals without noticing them! Last

year one friend

immediate and spontaneous. Talking about

bush, I concentrate

in the

madly... could be
artists

994,

years.

subject.

whose work she Ukes include
Luis Meque, another painter whose work is

Other

1

'Drop

me

I

was

go?' and

I said,

'

and they said

a couple of hours.

they 'd

come back

And I'd seen

in the

morning a croc on the island in the middle
of the riven So anyway they dropped me
and that was that. And after a time I suddenly noticed, on the sand, just behind me,
large tracks! If a croc
there's nothing

you can

fy.

tion

Her

art is a true

and natural interpreta-

accomplished with bold

fluid lines; the

subject rendered in quick, free brushwork.

economic, vigorous and straight-forward.

Her spaces

are uncluttered, picking out the

essentials, capturing the

dry bush and creating

they said,

here because they were going

after crocs
in

there

years ago I went

and

to

And

truth rather than

mood

in the

of the sparse,

viewer the

sion of being within that landscape.

work

that

speaks of

'a

piercing eye

illu-

It is

and an

able hand', of honesty and integrity, of the

dedicated

life

of a painter and of a love of

the African bush.

comes you know
do.

Anyway

called the picture Crocs Around.

"

I
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Seeking to broaden our conceptions,
Tim IVIcLouglilin, lecturer in English at UZ,
writes

Ways
The aim of

paper

this

to

is

examine what relationship there may be
and in

Zimbabwean

painting by black

A few

artists.

help to set our bearings: black writers

in

generalisations

Zimbabwe,

though

was too obvious

it

to dwell upon,

Disease grazes the pastures

the great baobab.

may

Several facets of a landscape are here, but the notion of disease
stands against and undermines the metaphors of vitality which

and yet when they do

they tend to stress the aridity of the land. White writers turn more

describe the landscape.

deliberately to the landscape as either threatening or exotic. For

place. In writers earlier than

man

black painters

is

The land

is

Hove,

no longer
this

same

a virile dwelling
resort to

metaphor

is

repeatedly used to read the landscape as an indicator of spiritual and

seldom absent from the landscape, usually

working and always the point of

like the cattle

like the fi.sh-eagle that
"'
rains.

of your wealth. Disease flies in the sky
heralds the coming of the season of the

particularly in

the 1970s, give brief rather than extended attention to the landscape,
as

and

rural landscapes are perceived in fiction

ways

between the

of seeing the rural landscape

attention: the painting often has a

Marechera suggests the

political malaise.

spiritual aridity

brought

two-dimensional emphasis. Landscapes by white painters
seldom have people, instead an empty expansive view of untouched

about by colonialism and the concommitant struggle to stay alive in

nature: trained in Western traditions they give careful attention to

strong visual impact which might well be conveyed in painting.

flat,

perspective, composition, light and distance.

not possible to

It is

do

this description,

is

which together with

describing his

home

its

metaphoric thrust also has a

He

near Rusape:

these several divergencies in this brief paper than to focus

more with

on one area and allude

many of the

to as

others as

seem

"There was not a green blade of grass left. There was not a
left; the drought had raised its great red hand

apposite.

green leaf of hope

and gathered them

Before discussing particulars of the fiction and painting it is
important to remind ourselves why the rural landscape is a recurring

much Zimbabwean

feature in

art.

The phenomenon is hardly
Zimbabweans live in
for their livelihood. A more

surprising given that the vast majority of
rural areas

and depend on the

salient reason

They regard
ity to

is

soil

people have a special relation with the land.

that the

not as just another possession, an

it

the

economic commod-

be bought and sold, but as a spiritual asset "associated with the

history of a chiefdom. with the ruling chief and with ancestral spirits

who

lived on

it".

dominion over

In

'

Shona
and

the land

culture the high

But not every landscape

The perspectives so
least to

of respect

spiritual as

of material

the

his tribe

and his ancestors

its

— from

occupants

young

example

the ancestors,

its

its

features are given as threatened by the

.Spirits

to

many

spiritual ethos,

its

connng of

is

the Settlers at the

metaphored as a disease: the

speak as follows:

rained, harsh

it

cultivating strips of the land. "

is

mothers. Di.sea.se has sucked the juice of the land you inherited

Do not sit and drink

hearts because there

is

the clouds of vultures in the sky.

which
I

Z

tion.

ytiii
It

have kiu>wn

to the

no reason for you not

.scorching so that the

^

sees

is

a fertile scene in which the predominant

A

constructive

start to

comparing landscape

endemic to the two art forms. For example the plastic arts
have a much more stimulating visual impact than the written word.
Painting provokes emotional and imaginative responses by the direct
that the

words of

fiction,

and

line.

it

can be argued

impact, allow for a more comprehensive release of the imagination.
Another difierence is that the serial inanner in which language lakes

cuiTiulative rather than a single

has eaten into the core of the heart of the hard nuipcmi

Against this

while not having that immediacy of

the reader from sentence to sentence

your protec-

and painting

tions

comfort of your

Disease crawls <m the rocks

in fiction

can be made by rcnnnding ourselves of some slrcnglhs and limita-

to rise, not to see

to sit there all the time for

and

the people.

visual appeal of colour, forin

"Disease has eaten into the wealth of your soil. Disease has
eaten into the wills of your ancestors, your own fathers and
for your children.

by

of the

links with

hospitable familiarity. Yet these

close of the 19th century. That threat

when

What Tambud/.ai

Bones Chenjerai Hove alludes

fecundity,

in this description

Nervous Conditions:

in

the

-

its

eye of the child sees

shade by the fields where clumps of trees were deliberately left
standing to shelter us when we ate our meals or rested between

feature

—

at

make sense of
Zimbabwean

glare frimi the sand scratched at your eyes, there was always

the hunters of rock paintings to

zoomorphic figures of more recent sculpture which evoke

In his recent novel

Tambudzai

April, except

woman' of John HIatywayo's painting, from the stonecarved birds of Great Zimbabwe to the anthropomorphic and

above features of the landscape

so desolate.

is

belong to young adults, or

question the world and attempt to

fiction the innocent

girl

*

the stretch of road between the fields and the
terminus was exposed to the sun and was, from September to

the 'spirit

metaphysical dimension of the land.

some

novels by black writers

"

And although

sculpture and painting, allusions to land are repeatedly found in

depictions of

.swept all the

people with

between an individual,

In arts other than fiction, for

.

had

"The road wound down by the fields where there were always
whom to pass ten minutes of the day... admiring the
broad-leafed cdiundance of the maize crop when it was good...

spirits

a provider of food, of protection in old

life,

who

people

in

far di.scussed often

landscape as hospitable, even comforting, as

community exercise ownership through
and appeasement. The land is as much a source of

age, and the tangible expression of the bonds

In

it.

together with the living
rituals

with one hot breath

god Mwari has ultimate

and the ancestral

its fertility

and

all

leaves into a red dot on the pencil-line of the horizon...

and page

to

page achieving

frame experience means

that

a

images

can be successively employed and certain verbal associations
developed for symbolic and llicmalic purposes. A painter can
achieve

\

isual ellccls of rin

thm by

repetitions of colour or shapes

Zimbabwean

in

and of brush strokes but cannot use the

serial effects

of

rhythmical brush strokes. People are living there, a small

fiction.

The emotional impact of his work, and painting is to do primarily
with the expression of feehng. rehes on the way he uses the space
Conse-

of the canvas, colour, shapes, structures, relationships."
quently painting
than fiction.

It

ing and therefore has

sponses than fiction;

how

over

less authoritative

is

shows

rather than tells

its

is

more free play with its audience's
it is more elusive about meanings.

happen-

frame of the canvas. As

in

Walking

work suggests extension beyond

in the

Sambo's landscapes convey nothing of what Marechera calls "a
The rounded brush-work,
the

black

—

rhythm of

cent of

Van Gogh

energy

in the

whom

with

My

he admired, evoke a latent even kinetic

The effect is similar to that in work by his
Mukarobgwa. His painting Where I Used to Go

landscape.

older contemporary

.

and the range of strong colours, reminis-

the strokes

'

Cattle (1961) presents the landscape as a richly coloured

molten flowing interweave of

terrains.

The

Sambo

(1932-77?)

is

of Zimbabwean

that tragic figure

art

started as a cartoonist, achieved flashes of brilliance with his

paint brush,

who

continued to paint after

gave up for want of materials,

Museum

of

home

1977

in

some time

Modern Art
at the

He

later.

in

who

New

UDI when many

York, and

who

Sambo's landscapes

as

height of the liberation war, to be found dead

are full of a similar rhythmical motion.

Marechera evokes

—

a

in his fiction;

new

that

same

Thomas Mukarobgwa and Joseph

to sculpture.

When Smith

declared

UDI

in

1965 one of the consequences was such a shortage of painting
black

artists,

some of them with

ability

of Charles Fernando, gave up altogether.

on

farm

his

the

.

a

way of talking about

spiritual

—

his attachment

to the fluid

'

— emotional and perhaps

energy and strength of the land, and by

Zimbabwe.

This point becomes clearer

part of

he produced most of

generation of black writers was beginning to

Ndandarika were turning

many

As

landscapes, "the whole

*
static movement"
One critic has said of Sambo, "he
was driven by an extraordinaiy dynamism and the need to put his
soul into his paintings" '° I take this to mean that the paintings are

dances with a

extension, of

1970s when two interesting developments were

publish and talented painters like

materials that

own

has a pertinence to this study not simply

his landscapes in the

taking place

^
.

.

in the

disappeared from his

because he was raised and eventually retired to

Zimbabwe

others

has two paintings hanging

curt bold brush strokes

evince his desire to follow "the rolling motion of the hills"

English painter John Craxton says of his

Kingsley

Forest the structure of the

the canvas rather than closure.

desert place, an earth of piercing heat"

re-

I

who

human

presence in a world which extends away from them beyond the

audience's response

its

viewer what

Zimbabwean painters see the rural landscape
we need to remember that the medium itself presumes an attention
to textures, grain, colour, lines and shapes. Zimbabwean painters
seem particularly attracted to the resources of the medium to convey
want to look mainly at
vitality in the landscape. To expand on this
Kingsley Sambo and John Hlatywayo.
work by two painters
In asking

and painting

fiction

in the eastern

persevered

we compare

by the vast unpeopled spaces which they

landscapes by white

see.

who
Much

particularly in water-colour painting, goes into the

are fascinated
attention,

brush-work

details of long winter grass or aloes, contorted shapes of branches,

and attention

to light in

So too

effect.

the outstanding

Sambo

if

painters like Alice Balfour (d. 1936) and others

expansive skies. Stillness

in the oil paintings

Landscape 1952)
(

is

is

of say Robert Paul

common
who in Inyanga

a

concerned with the structure, solid shapes and

colour planes of the landscape, not

its

naturalistic details; the

undoubted achievement of Paul's paintings emanates from the

region at Dewa.

physical rather than the spiritual.

Sambo
is

The

usually paints in oils on moderate sized canvases.

paint

applied thickly with fluid rounded strokes giving an impression of

energetic

lower

movement. His Walking

left

in the

Forest has a figure

foreground walking through the landscape. There

attempt at naturalist detail. Most of the canvas
fluid rhythmical shapes of the trees in

is filled

in the

an underlying stance towards the land seen in white

huge detailed

oil

paintings of the early explorer

(1820-75); so often the landscape

is

empty of

people; the painter confronted by an unfamiliar face of nature

with the

—

sombre looming colours

is

painting, even in the

Thomas Baines

no

is

There

awe-struck. The challenge for the

artist is to

it.

is

capture

it

upon

its

wonders. Painting becomes an extension of the will and power

to

The light is subdued with the figure distinguishable mainly by the more vertical brush strokes, not by a

within the frame of his canvas, to fix his

contrast of colour. This gives the impression of the figure being a

control.

greys, blues, browns.

fashion

artistic authority

product of and assimilated into the landscape. The lighter colours of
the top of the tree-line blend in with the sky with

its

gentle pinks and

greys combined with lively yellows and reds. The effect of the

blending of the figure with the vegetation and that with the sky
suggest a vast vibrant landscape into which

People

fill

Sambo's

better

known

man

fits

paintings of urban
is

true of

in

Sambo's

such as Walking
people are as

it

in the

Forest or later

were absorbed

but nevertheless there

in

to

such as his

reduced

is

that

in size,

of the strong colours and thick

is

(b.

1928) differs

much more

in

many ways from Sambo;
Sambo or fiction

explicit than either

shows
work

writers about a spiritual presence in the landscape, and this

not least in his use of colours and his brush-work. His

Approaching the Light, a mixed media study of several figures
facing a treed landscape, evokes questions about who these figures
are.

rural landscapes

Countryside (1973)

into the landscape,

at the heart

is

much urban

on paper Dance (1962). The same

township painting. But what happens

oil

notably he

unobtrusively.

life,

John Hlatywayo

The

figures have their long draped backs turned to the viewer

while they look towards dark trees which stand
light.

Use of yellow and white

suggest this

is

in a field

in contrast to the

of yellow

dark browns

a painting about hope, or at least better times.

The

very ab.sence of precision provokes the viewer to questions about

I

O

symbolism. Whatever the painting means
the verge of or meeting light.

The people

it

works with darkness on

are facing the promise of a

freshly invigorated landscape.

Paintings by HIatywayo

come

closer than do

Sambo's

to a

meta-

phoric perception of the land already noticed in the fiction. His

reverence for the landscape as a place of spiritual
the broad straight

Sambo by

movement of his brush

contrast

life is

evident in

as in his use of light.

works metonyinically. Every

facet of his

impressionistic canvas connects in an ever expanding linkage of

colour and shape. In their different ways both offer us a

much more

positive view of the landscape to that seen in the fiction. Neither

What

sees the land as arid physically or spiritually.
is

that the land

man.

John HIatywayo, Waiting for News,
C.I 970, 91 X 123cm, oil on board

is

a potent

In this sense these paintings offer an

complements

the

view of

they remind us

presence that absorbs and contextualises

fiction.

endearing view that

The reverse

side of fictional

landscapes, their positive potential finds expression

The

vitality often

absent in the fictional landscape

in the paintings.

is

present in the

paintings.

The paintings of Sambo and HIatywayo suggest a contrary but
complementary perception of
might be argued from

the landscape to that of writers

this that painters

were

less

concerned

and

it

to read

the landscape politically than the writers, or at least that their
political reading is

more rooted

in traditional

views of the land than

the surface appearance suggests to the writers.

The

point to

that the materials of painting, the challenge of colour

and

make

is

have

line,

prompted these painters to evoke the strength, movement, potential
of what they see rather than the absence of these things. The
materials of the art, particularly colour, prompt the choice of what to
paint rather than a theine or an issue.

The paintings I have referred to are only a small part of what has
become an enormously diverse artistic heritage, but they do suggest
significant differences from the way landscapes are presented in
fiction. The paintings convey the rhythmic vitality of the landscape,
a feeling of empathy with the lurking power of the land and a
presumption of close knit bonds between

man and

his physical

and

They suggest a more positive and assured ethos
than many landscapes in fiction. The point for readers of fiction is
not that the Spirits in Hove's Bones quoted earlier do not know
spiritual worlds.

about these positive aspects of their apparently bleak landscapes.

Their plight

is all

the

more harrowing because

Sambo and HIatywayo

the landscapes

which

give us are the landscapes the Spirits yearn

for.
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i-.ditorial
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2:

lo read the full text

editor,

The paintings discussed were not available for photi>giaplnng so
of the artists' work which we thought most relevant

we have used other examples
Numbers in brackets are data
Collection-

can conlaci the

tags for the National Gallery's PernianenI

Affectionately

known as Thomas Mu,

Thomas Mukarobgwa^
of the art

community

is

in

Pip Curling looks at his

member

a long-standing

Zimbabwe.
work & life

over 40 years.

in art

Thomas Mukarobgwa:
memories

of nature
Thomas

Mu decided to be

sold his

first

McEwen

Mu

in

worked

Theatre

an artist when he
£40 to Frank
1957. As a young man. Thomas
painting for

as a cleaner in the old Palace

One June day

in Salisbury.

he walked past the building

Rhodes

(later the

site

1956

in

of the

new

National) Gallery and

A black-bearded man who
McEwen the newly appointed

stopped to look.

was Frank

Director of the gallery, looked out

at

him.

Thomas smiled and Frank beckoned him

in.

This meeting of two men, each in search of
his

own dream, was

to result in an unprec-

edented explosion of
of finding the

art

Mu

country.

Thomas

beyond

his life as a

friendship

art.

McEwen dreamed

of the people of this

dreamed of something

A deep

cleaner

grew between them. While they

walked together

in the

bush.

Thomas

taught

Frank the ways of the Shona people. Frank,
in turn,

encouraged Thomas

to translate his

personal and cultural experience into colour

on canvas.
other young

Gallery and

He also asked Thomas to
men to join the National
become

'Workshop School'.

Born

in

fledgling artists of his
-

1924 near Rusape, Thomas

raised by his uncle, a rural farmer

young Thomas,

like all

ing the

He

Mu was
The

Shona boys, herded

the family cattle in the hills

outcrops.

recruit

and granite

spent the long hours absorb-

ways of nature and

the behavior of

animals while he played the songs of the

Thomas Mukarobgwa,

(title

unknown), 1995, 61 x 61cm,

oil

on canvas

bush on his chipendan.

'

He

recalls places

15

Thomas Mukarobgwa,
Adam & Eve, 1964,
70 X 100cm,
oil on canvas
(PC-9400-0189)^

where people used

ground

in the

to

sit

and "look

into the

understanding of nature and his faith in
perfection

is

which motivates

that

creativity. Painting is for

and

a re-creation

him

special place.

He
in

says,

its

his

a recollection

moment

of a particular

ber something

all

in a

"When you remem-

your painting

it

When McEwen

discovered the aesthetic

stays with

serpentine, he

promoted

it

as the authentic

art

form of the country. Thomas Mu,

all

the

that

He

the sensuousness of his painted

shunned the idea of formal

tuition

Where

His

raw material of

materials and required from the artists a

chisel caresses the

sculpture with delicate, shallow carving to

expressive means.

own way

^

Thomas

Mu

found his

of handling paint; applying

shared spiritual home.

boyhood, Thomas

brushmarks of juxtaposed and

interwoven pure colour In his paintings,

form

is

overwhelmed by

colour.

Where

the

colours of his landscapes might look unreal

From

Humans and
is

their

the time of his

Mu

remembers that
"Sometimes when y(ni come across a rock,
you can feel your hair moving and the
shadows welcome yin< to rest."

of the prismatic purity and the

Thomas

brilliant seasonal

hues of the bush

knew

Resonant colour recreates

as a child.

the essence of the soil, the rocks, water and

foliage as he says, "mostly
is

when

the country

Thomas Mu,

unlike

all

the other

ers.

would not be possible for another
to access the empathy which exists

It

artist

between

his soul

and

that

of the stone.

has no "style" or "manner" which

heautiful".

Thomas Mu's

animals encounter each other

mountainous landscape of

his

in the

home

Eastern Highlands of Zimbabwe.
at the

heart of each

when people were

work
in

McEwen

mystical

The

story

a pure state of oneness

said of

spirit

world.

Thomas Mu, "For

years our best painter, he

a master offolk
knowledge and ancient myth, a linguist, a
musician,

16

is

and a respected sage."

He does

work once

through

imitators.

not important to
to

has remained faithful to the

exhibits and

still

The National Gallery has

works.

He

his sculpture in the

National Gallery Sales Gallery.

It

Mu

year,

art

market

to

a representative

Thomas
Stanbic

Bank National Arts Festival in
Grahamstown, South Africa. There he
painted, played his chipendan and spoke

today

known

Britain, but

philosophical

Thomas

Mu

is

South Africa, collected

in

unknown

relatively

is

painter in his

its

ironic that

It is

own

in

as a

country.

1

The

name is variously spelt Mukarobgwa,
or Mukaromba.
artists of the Workshop School were

artist's

Mukarombwa

2 The early
employed as attendants

.1

The chipemlan

is

at the
in the

but

in

stone

was

Recently he came to the attention of a

bowed

young

is

It is

5

Numbers

in

ntusical

held in

plucked.

painters

who

included the

two Ndandarika brothers Joseph and Luca.

Thomas Mu

as well as

has survived as

brackets refer to the recent identifying

data tag given to
in this country.

basement.

instrument with a gourd as a resonator

4 ()t the group of

is all

National Gallery where

a single stringed

a painter

neglected by the

says, only

Thomas Mu was sponsored by

posl-indepcndcnce rush of dealers
the painter

him he

as an Artist in Residence at the Standard

Charles F-'ernandu. only

Thomas Mu

sold.

it is

but none of his later work. In July this

impossible to see his paintings. With the

sculpture,

him or

leaves

collection of the early paintings of

the mtnith while the string
.sell

not ask what

have the materials

they painted and carved

National Gallery where he

it

Notes

is

life

too intimate and personal to encourage

Thomas Mu

and canvas and each

He

in the

recalls a time

with the land, animals and the

Frank

art is

paintings, people and

as the

is

a fixed agreed price

fetches wherever

it

freedom

meaning.

"first

generation' stone sculptors has no follow-

reproducible. His revelation of
In

the

is

at

size.

to his

what price

Money

paint

all his

bought

is

about his work and

or contrived, they are no less than a
distillation

work

his

animals merge into the stone which

it

generously to the canvas in long often
parallel

reveal the inner life of stone.

As quickly

continue to paint.

commitment

to discovering their personal

work

happens

on the subtlely articulated surface of

light

supplies

according to

the stone, animates his sculptures.

Workshop School. He provided

in his

has unrivalled

shipped out of the country. His dealer

brushmark

colour activates his paintings, the play of

McEwen

who now

paint dries on the canvas, the

translates

into the surface texture of the stone.

youforever."

like

Workshop School artists, turned to
medium. Stone, for Thomas Mu is

essentially another canvas.

British art dealer

control over his paintings.

potential of stone sculpture in local

early morning". His early

all

works

Permanent Collection.

in the

National Gallery's

Letters
Dear
I

Editor,

read with interest the responses from staff

and students of the Harare Polytechnic
department to your editorial

in

art

Gallery 2

During the next two years Cyril Rogers

self-governing which would afford

passed away and Fay Chung was removed

flexibility in respect of policy

from her

Without them, the project

post.

to

and sympathise with the writers over the

has not developed as well as was hoped, and

negative perceptions often expressed

no other

concerning the department's

influential person has so far

shown

any commitment.

The

status.

region are typically small, specialised and

theory, history

One

by negating

the shifting needs of the future.

Existing art training facilities in the

uneconomic. The

correspondents proceed to attempt to justify
their department's existence

meet

3.

impediment was the delay

great

RSAD would

and training of

teachers and designers.

in

The

RSAD is

securing a suitable tract of land from the

4.

Design (RSAD) proposal and by adopting a

Harare City Council. Following the

areas such as theory and history.

'them versus us' stance. Particular vehe-

withdrawal of the originally allocated

is

aimed

two preliminary

at the

July 1992, an alternative

was

formal request for usage of the land

of resources, such studies are essential.

submitted to Harare City Council

It is

site in

selected and a

studies carried out. Far from being a waste

include

artists, art

aspects of the Regional School of Art and

mence

more

it

and structure

facility

within

intended to address specific

A research
RSAD would draw together

who would

researchers

begin the task of

documenting our own history of art.
5. The RSAD would address the complaints

in

naive to assume that a proposal such as

September 1992. Despite frequent commu-

of education ministries throughout the

RSAD could gain

nication with the City Council during and

region concerning the lack of well trained

credibility or attract

financial backing without a thorough study

after

of the relevant needs and issues.

is

my

contract, a response to the request

to date

still

Council and

The

RSAD initiative was

late

Director of the National Gallery,

launched by the

its

parent Ministry of Local

Government by the National Gallery. With
some leverage and forcefulness from the
have been resolved

Professor Cyril Rogers, in 1986. The

top, the land issue could

following year a Netherlands consulting

without delay and the school by

agency produced a

endorsed the need for

Zimbabwe

only on
reports

which

feasibility study

RSAD

now could

have commenced construction.

time consuming. In March 1991,

appointed Project Manager for

together the best designers, lecturers,
students and ideas from the region.

The

RSAD would

as too

ence venue and the

was

donate a piece of land. Despite the fact that

regional character.

1

RSAD under

as

a donation of land

concert

The aim

Community and the Zimbabwe Government. The terms of reference noted the

had seriously delayed the project, certain

and Design

thorough qualitative and

quantitative investigation within both the

officials in the then Ministry

of Education

demand

comprehensive study of the visual

their teaching modalities

potential within the

primary requisite.
regional art school

arts,

and employment

Sadc region was a

How

could

when we

what our neighbours had

we

to offer,

know

what

their

thoughts were about the project or what

Regional School of Art

and needs only

attainable

courage and resolve to see

it

through.

It is

member

Polytech) being quoted as saying that she

proposed school and

of the National Gallery as a whole?

to

ensure the relevance

of training to be offered.

The

the

RSAD project rests

believes the

firmly within

RSAD

unnecessary. Does

is

sentiment reflect the

this

we may

aspirations and settle for

already have, which in

focusing on the advancement of the region's

people's opinion

visual arts, the

development of

and history and the training of

art

relatively

Graduates of the school would help nurture

opinion of almost 200 government depart-

a fresh perception of art in the region

ments, universities, colleges, galleries and

create a visual language and theoretical base

private companies in Angola. Botswana,

which would

Lesotho. Namibia. Malawi. Mozambique,

of African

art

untapped and unexplored.

articulate

history

If

it

more of what we

my

and many other

not enough.

If

we

set

hopes for the future then we should not cry

artists, art

people were consulted representing the

art

of the Board

our sights low enough and undersell our

theory

teachers and designers.

is

mood

pack away our

as well

the needs of the region for an institution

During the course of the study over 400

arts culture

when development and advancement pass

and

an indigenous view

and practice.

meantime

department
hear

that, in the

in the

the Harare Polytechnic art

may

staff

feel a sense of relief to

seeming absence of

RSAD project from Harare,

group has been formed
whether the project,
form, might not

in

Bulawayo

in full

now be

interest

an action
to see

or modified

transferred to the

South Africa, Britain and the USA. Several

RSAD was

hundred other people were consulted by

existing visual art institution but rather to

Amakhosi's Township Square Cultural

means of questionnaires. The Harare
Polytech was amongst those consulted and

complement them. The RSAD would differ
from existing facilities in the following

Centre

valuable ideas were exchanged with Sharon

ways:

staff.

1.

The

facility

When I

started

the support of

my

two

contract the project had

and commitChung. Minister of

influential

ted educationalists. Fay

Education and Culture, and Cyril Rogers.

never intended to supplant any

RSAD

is

intended as a regional

whose character would be shaped by

the iteraction of the cultures

and traditions

us

by.

In the

Swaziland. Tanzania, Zambia. Zimbabwe,

Dutton and other members of

of

Board of the National Gallery (and

does

rationale

consisted of?

contemporary visual

is

The findings and recommendations of my
final report, presented in March 1994, were
intended to maximise the potential of the

The potential of
as a channel for employment, income
generation and development remains

their

to build a

therefore discouraging to see a

behind the

construct a

did not

its

incidentally an ex-lecturer of the Harare

for a visual art

training facility.'

A

on

and Culture would not hear any suggestion
of the project going to Bulawayo.

public and private sectors of Sadc in
relation to the

a confer-

like predicated

was never on Harare City

Council's agenda and that their dithering

'a

by affording

facilities, gallery space,

an agreement between the European

need for

serve as a focal point

for other cultural pursuits

As long ago

properly and

scope of indigenous graphic design,

mid 1992 the Bulawayo City
Council indicated that it was willing to

citing the inclusion of

is

packaging and advertising by bringing

7.

but reported

from other Sadc countries

teachers to ensure that art

more generally taught in our school systems.
6. The RSAD would address the limited

being awaited from the

country's second

in

city.

Makokoba,

Recently opening

the

Town

Clerk of

Bulawayo, Mike Ndubiwa, indicated that
Bulawayo was on its way to becoming the
cultural capita! of the country.

The Regional

School of Art and Design might just

fit

in

nicely with that plan.

within Sadc. Existing training institutions
are largely national in character.
2.

The

RSAD

would be independent and

Stephen Williams, former Project Manager/
Consultant

SADC RSAD project

1

7

While the visual arts and culture in Zimbabwe get consistently sidelined
(most recently with a Government directive demanding that our 'National'
Gallery become financially self-sufficient through its sales shop), Margaret
Garlake writes from a society that recognises the importance of its arts

London

Letter from

Directors of public galleries, unlike theatre

the winners of last year's

managements, make a big

effort for the

competition for a remodelled

peak

beginning of

South Bank. Their scheme

tourist season: at the

August, London had a feast of
exhibitions,
attention.
at

all

One

involves an elegantly

first-rate

deservedly clamouring for

undulating clear canopy that

of the most improbable was

runs parallel to the river,

Hackney Hospital, once a workhouse,

recently a psychiatric hospital and

scheduled for demolition.

entirely covering the

now

Hayward and

In the interim, a

immediate

its

swoops

neighbours.

It

team of artists set up installations in the
empty wards, corridors and departments.

dramatically

down

Video, paintings, piles of mattresses,

will mercifully require the

distorting mirrors, nesting boxes, a

demolition of a Sixties'

transformed into a padded

cell

lift

combined,

unease and

remain

—

restraint,

and the role of the

madness and

artist as

—

may even happen.

Not

a peculiarly transgressive act.

calling into question the boundaries of

freedom and

Hold

in half horizontally.

it

—

is

it

your breath and wish hard

To wander at random through
a few patients
an almost empty hospital
dislocation.

frame

terrace that slices the facade

though no individual piece was outstanding,
to create a sense of acute

to

where

the Festival Hall,

far

away, across the

river at the Tate,

was an

extended reverie on the

sanity,

imminent passing of our

our social

own

conscience.

century.

'Rites of

Hamad

Passage', subtitled 'Art for

Back

in the centre

of town, the

Hayward

the

End of

the Century', brought together

Gallery had one of those shows so logical

artists

that one was amazed that it had never been
done before. 'Landscapes of France

venerable Louise Bourgeois to the young

—

Impressionism and

in

It

communal,

succinctly

this construction,

little-

today's innovators communicate: mainly

stags

installation

landscapes characteristic of

to painting

all,

the mid- 19th century, to reveal

revolutionary

new

how

within the safe taste and cut-throat competi-

The Salon, which

tion of the annual Salon.

drew enormous crowds,
normative

set the

came
were John Coplans' immense
and video. The nearest

photographs of parts of his

the

movement developed

art

body,

in

its

role

was

ion

conventionally marks, for Catholics, a

its

less lovely aspects:

it

new media with

is

the

the develop-

threshold between infancy and childhood

and a

ritualised step

towards the adult

complicated by the replacement

of the handkerchief

wave.

a heart-shaped red pin-cushion into

the subject
is

solid

and

is

a ruin

indi-

Monet and

his friends

In order to

showed

in the

view

Mona Hatoum's Corps
in

a small

which a video film

small, fresh, sketchy paintings that focussed

through the interior of the

on the informal, the impermanent, celebrat-

made by

ing the delights of the ordinary, as well as

various orifices.

and new roads

that

its

promised

unfamiliar roots

runs.

It

body,

inserting micro-cameras into

in the

19th century French artworld, 'Landscapes

they were almost entirely unrecognisable,

of France' emphasised

as

radical prescience of

a

its

extraordinary

change and demanded

new appreciation of the Salon paintings
we have rejected for so long.

if

that 'foreign

posed into our
flesh

body' had been trans-

own

familiar envelopes of

in

showing,

in

for the

of the
a

of flux. Richard Rogers Partners were

riles

show was

the artist as

of passage', the deep theme
to

pocket by

which

an aban-

Poland, were mutely invited

to stick the pins with

which they were

issued.

This

ritual

were the

was omitted

at

full iinplications

the Tate; nor

of

Hamid

Butt's

Familiars Part 3: Cradle fully spelled out.

The product of his
and

its

fascination with alcheiny

position on the borders of magic and

science, Christianity and heresy,
glass bubbles

were

The Tate had

in

filled

its

great

with chlorine gas.

place a complex evacuation

procedure should one be broken: the

Miargmal position encapsulated

As

state

doned house

in the breast

implications ol the hazard inherent in the

and features.

that

The South Bank art complex, to which the
Hayward belongs, is itself in something of

It is

traces a journey

artist's

Accompanied by a
magnified sound track of the same interior,
The arrangements
it was oddly compelling.
arc more or less the same for all of us, yet

modernity and mobility. By restoring
Impressionism to

domed

cubicle around a screen set in the floor, on

Salon

even while they were edging towards the

the trains

world.

visitors to the first

Elmnger, you stand

to

a life-size tableau of the event that

popular, often symbolic, conveying a sense
if

is

make us see the world differently. Balka's
Remembrance of the First Holy Commun-

of permanence: even

cates a sense of graviias.

8

on the edge of the known,

and the acceptable;

ment of recent critical theory of 'the body'
that makes today's focus feel like a tidal

taste:

or a seascape, the paint

1

the safe

from

transitions

of being to another. Art stands, in

have always scrutinised the human body,
conjunction of

landscape was very

own

it

state

extreme and unambiguous close-up. Artists
often in

terms of

mark our

one

and

and above

that

demonstrated the forms through which

known canvases of castles, wounded

sionist paintings against the vast

1992, Chlorine, glass, steel
wire and white paint

London, from the

Miroslaw Balka.

Pole,

Rivals' set Impres-

Its

seldom seen

Butt, Familiars Part 3: Cradle

(detail),

in Butt's

piece.

propose the ccntrality of

one who articulates and

celebrates the rituals, both personal and

No

such dangers altemlcd 'Drawing the

Line'

at

the Whitcchapel Art CJallery.

Henri Matisse, Buste de

femme

(SIrene),

1950, 63.5 X 49.2cm, Chinese ink and brush

(Courtesy Lumley Cazalet Ltd, London)

Ananged by

the artist Michael Craig-

was an exploration of the visual
eloquence of the drawn line from prehistory
to Matisse, Leonardo to Lichtenstein.
Martin,

it

Seriously and anarchically ahistorical.

it

was hung with immense sophistication and
knowledge to demonstrate a visual logic
that united Tintoretto

and Malevich, Ingres

and Agnes Martin; a logic

transcended

that

subject matter to present drawing as an act

of

human communication more profound

than words.

The most respected of London dealers,
Annely Juda, devoted her summer
show to a most resonant and ailtoo historical moment. '1945
The End of the War" (arranged in

—

collaboration with the Denise

Rene Gallery in Paris and the
Hans Mayer in
Dusseldorf) was a collection of
Galerie

70-odd avant-garde pieces "to

show what was happening during
memorable year in history", as

this

she explained
Its

in

her introduction.

linages ranged

from

a tiny,

poignant figure of a prisoner enineshed
in

barbed wire

to lyrical depictions of the

serene Sussex landscape; from a Calder

mobile to a Picasso

still life

with a skull,

grimly redolent of Paris under the Occupation.

They were,

nearly

all

as so often in this gallery,

he of the pickled sheep. The Turner Prize

of exceptional quality and

de Meuron. tonnes of redundant scrap metal

poignantly evoked the terror, the sadness

provokes passionate debate for and against:

and the invincible optimism of 1945.

'too

much money";

at the

Royal Academy

in

October, as the

centrepiece of Africa "95. Ancillary
exhibitions focussing on contemporary

African

art

and photography, new

South Africa,

textiles, calligraphy

art

from

will

country,

well as conferences, music.

a.s

film, theatre

The Turner

keep us running around the

and

rary art".

ditto

artists";

—
Booker —

flow of millenium funds begins.

'makes people aware of contempo-

To have two

painters shortlisted

is

intensively

The
current shortlist consists of Mona Hatoum,
Galium Innes, who makes large refined
sparse abstract paintings. Mark Wallinger. a
figurative painter much of whose witty and
accessible work concerns his llesh and

A Real

and. for the second lime.

We

are

unusual and a pleasing rebuff to the

in

frequently intoned 'painting

which

is

dead"; the

Prize also focusses aspiration, brings vast
visitors to the Tate

ht)nourably free to

all

— and

—

all

millenarians now,

which year
is

it

if still

not sure

will take place: this issue,

significant at least to the

turers of fireworks, has

become

manufac-

a matter of

furious and dotty debate in correspondence

still

we

columns. Like the new Tate building,

singularly

are

all in

transitional condition

and the

marginality of the Bankside location, in a

scrutinised at this time of every year.

blood race horse called

its

nicely filling the financial gulf before the

'new

entertains us.

the anworld"s
is

machinery are now being removed from
guts, the sale of scrap metal apparently

literary events.

Prize shortlist

equivalent of the

;

numbers of

and

metalwork

'encourages young

media"

enough women";

conceptual' or alternatively,

'it's all

Forthcoming excitements include the
opening of "Africa: The Ail of a Continent"

'not

Work of Art.
Damien Hirst

—

The problem with much contemporary art
its immense size, far beyond the domestic
scale.

In order to

house

it.

the Tate

is

is

rundown area of south London, parallels
new art seen in

the

relationship between the

Rites of Passage" and the wider culture.

developing a redundant power station on the

The

South Bank opposite St Paul's Cathedral.

new art will be absorbed as readily as the
new museum will be incorporated into its

Bankside Power Station, not madly
distinguished aesthetically

completed

in

was only

1963 and was

certainty

is

that

today "s outrageously

soon-to-be regenerated locality.

over a century ago those

now

A

little

revered

artists

phase of the conversion planned by the

and blue-chip bastions of the modern art
market, the Impressionists, were in the same

Swiss architects Jacques Herzog and Pierre

position.

decommissioned 18 years

later.

In the first

19
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Horizons

/

Perspectives, Stephen Williams,

Gallery, Lusaka,

The

recent exhibition by

Lusaka's

Mpapa

Zimbabwean

painter Stephen

large abstract canvases. Williams

small and mid-si/ed works.

Gallery Delta, July 1995

iiiiik:

Over the years Zimbabweans have seen
work of many European artists most of

whom

the

express the angst of urbanised

Therese Houyoux "s works.

mankind.

executed with delicate precision, by
piercing, cutting, folding

and inking layers

of Java paper, could not be more different.

She offered us a meditation,

in subtle greys.

blacks and whites, on a fundamental image

of

life.

She integrates the primary biologi-

cal structure of the shell, the leaf, the spiral

of growth, the

fertile

female, into one image

which, through repeating echoes of

its

form,

dissolves and mingles with the shadows and

markings around

it.

Rendered calm by the

nature of the work, the spaces of Gallery

Delta led naturally along a progression

through the developing images, each one
subtlety different, playing gently with the
intricate allusions

and endless variations

possible within the single form.

Music and

mathematics underpin Houyoux' work and

one viewer likened the exhibition

music with

its

variations.

BM

We

were able

delicate,

to

Bach's

measured and subtle

to see this

work from Geneva

thanks to the long friendship between Helen
Lieros and Therese Houyoux. Helen Lieros

wrote of the work; "7 have been privileged
to witness

over a time span of 30 years the

research, the pictorial discoveries of

Therese Houyoux. The different develop-

ments where the human element disap-

peared

to

merge with

its

environment and

to

re-appear no longer as a particular person,
place, event or object, but as cm integrated

whole where transition has been made
evident with acute self-awareness.
to re-enact the drawings, patterns,

channel the power with profound

The

skill

images

quality,

compressed energy and a sense of continuous disclosure through the media, all of
them shaped by a peremptory statement. To
discover and perceive, you are drawn by a
chemistry and then all of a sudden there
sense that these initiations manifest
themselves
revelations,

HL

is

a

a sacred labyrinth, a series of
"
a sense offulfillment, an aura.

in

at

He

Known

for his

was by circumstances confined

clearly expresses himself

of recent

The Image, Therese Houyoux,

Wilhams

Gallery was uneven but included soine exceptional

oils as well as sensitively-rendered watercolours.

Reviews

Mpapa

June 1995

to

most

work

(Below) Lines rising from a recumbent figure transform into a creature
witfi a snake's body and antelope's
head. Marondera

analysis

is

by both himself and

able assistants.

It

bwe's master sculptor

brings together

n

and value

beliefs

.systems.

offers us an insight into the perceptions

The Hunter's Vision:
The Prehistoric Rock Art of
Zimbabwe by Peter Garlake

preoccupations of a people

art

is

is

illustrated

by

"thiil Scin
in

read art: one

can only

selectors this year have again pared the

"one cannot

V explore aspects

almost none of which has been

ofsii^nifi-

published before.

it is

and the British

trated,

layout and design. While

must be commended

images depicting trancing,

its

supernatural transfor-

ZPH

# mation and

making

for

within Zimbabwe,
cost of

I

expensive than

many

books) which will put
reach of

many

interested in

Stone

Age

it

make

out of

it

ings and that

well

is

The work demonstrates how

active.

pervading the

Zimbabwe's unique

inheritance,

it

these ancient artists conceived of potency as

people. For those

artists' entire

much of their

extremely readable, with Peter Garlake's

force that permeates nature

comprehensive and coherent account

book

describes and analyses a long underrated
so, breathes life not onl

does

into the paintings, but also into the lives

of the prehistoric San
society in

This

is

which they

and the

art

lived.

only the districts

to the author,

is

who

It

ot

in

the perceptions
their world...

artists' societies

of the

Above

all.

of

they image the

which the

of particular concern
considers Zimba-

in

all living things, the forces that

gave

activity..."

This

is

an exciting document, which will

be of especial value to

artists

and

art

historians, as well as to prehistorians and

archaeologists. PJ

The Hunter's

cultural treasures. This does not at all

Vision

detract from what the book

Prehistoric

sets out to

:

Traditionally our rock art has been

viewed and recorded from a
Eurocentric viewpoint, few observers
to be anything
life

October providing some

tic

responses to the

This will be

Adda

Zimbabwean

context.

Geiling's last exhibition

work

more than

of hunter-

gatherers. Peter Garlake reviews these

approaches, highlighting their considerable

canvases which capture

in

resonant colour

physical nature of a particular landscape,
will

fill

the spaces at Gallery Delta.

If

you're going to California

at the

end of

October, the Jessica Tress collection of

work from Zambia, South Africa and
Zimbabwe, including work by Gerry
Dixon, Tapfuma Gutsa, Richard Jack,
Nicholas Mukomberanwa, Helen
Lieros, Luis

Meque, Stephen

Munya Mudzlma, Bernard
Takawira and Tackson Muvezwa will be
Williams,

Dominic Benhura, Colleen

The

Rock

Art of Zimbabwe
by Peter Garlake,

achieve.

it

in

exhibited.

world's last and greatest undiscovered

descriptive of the daily

Gallery Delta

almost

supernatural energies inherent

bwe's prehistoric paintings one of the

recognising

and Nicole

and bold composition the emotional and

the paintings as "visual realisations of

from vandalism and

individual paintings are found are
indicated. This

.

meaning and significance to the world,
to life and to all human and animal

not a guide book. In the interests

of protecting the
theft,

artists

Simon Back

will be exhibiting paintings at

On the 21 November work from Henry
Thompson's Nyanga series, some 20

and

evident throughout. Divided into an

it

its

for her Masters degree in Fine Arts.

presents us with a

enthusiasm for the country and his subject

and as

Gelling,

Gutsa

before she returns to Berlin to take up

surroundpainting

land.scape"

art,

some of

previous prestige and significance.

seems "to be a means of delineating a

text

introduction and nine chapters, the

changes

provocative insights into their individualis-

everyone possesses though few choose to

coffee table

worth the investment. The
is

as an innate personal spiritual

$365 very high (more

that

attempt to regain this exhibition

Adda

abdomen
power which

resides in the

find the local

and

potency.

For the San, potency

such an important book available

we

to the

should hopefully occur soon which will

significance to include

Museum

Press are to be congratulated on

gallery administration

those aspects of

illus-

made

hear that suggestions have been

Garlake identifies

handsome book,

a

well written and beautifully

down from a mammoth 3000 plus
and although the format and prizes will, for
entries

1995, follow the pattern of recent years,

cance" Peter
Without doubt

and events
The annual expose at the National Gallery,
the Zimbabwe Heritage 1995 Exhibition opens in November. The team of

that

and paintings

sites

exhibitions

and evocations,
metaphor and symbol."
Through the idea

of Peter Garlake's conclusions,

forms of animals capturing as he

forthcoming

allusions

a digest

metal shows work

inherent character.

lived at

probably as rich as any

art sites in the

it

who

The author demonstrates

granite country of Mashonaland,

Masvingo and
Matobo districts;

and

two thousand years ago.

The Hunter's Vision is the product of eight
years of study and careful recording
of hundreds of rock

structural

OJ

least

in

does so succinctly and evocatively their

thus

It

Gallery Delta from

that continues his investigation into the

and a knowledge of recent and contempo-

San

at

19 September into early October. Zimba-

a

a mature understanding of the nature of art

rary

will exhibit sculptures,

drawings and graphics

based on months of arduous and

meticulous tracing

number of

Arthur Azevedo

own comparative

shortcomings. His

London: British

Museum

Madamombe, Agnes Nyanhongo
Jonathan Gutsa
exhibiting
'95 from

I

work in
August

are
the
till

and

amongst sculptors
Chapungu Annual
26 November

Press and

Zimbabwe Publishing
House, 1995, $365.00.

"Genesis" with

work by Tapfuma Gutsa,

Keston Beaton, Luis Meque and three
German counterparts, Felix Droese, Jupp
Ernst and Peer Christian Stuwe opens
21
in Germany on 7 September
1
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